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Hong Kong Taoist Association Wun Tsuen School
Ms. Ada Sum (Head of Chinese Department)
The content of the stories in the “Learning Chinese” app is interesting, and the
themes are close to daily life. Together with vivid animation and dubbing, the
interest of NCS students in learning Chinese is greatly enhanced. There are as
many as 100 sets of teaching materials, enabling students to learn step by step
according to their abilities and levels. The design of the mobile version is very
convenient, allowing students to conduct self-study anytime, anywhere. The
translation function also facilitates NCS parents to read together with their
children. Parents’ participation at home induces confidence for children to
learn Chinese at home and helps them feel the joy of reading Chinese.

Chinese Self-Study App for Non-Chinese Speaking Students

Man Kiu Association Primary School
Mr. Tsang Kwok Lung (Deputy Head of Chinese Department)
The “Learning Chinese” app is an easy-to-use mobile application
(App) with different language options, which is convenient for
non-Chinese parents and students to use. Each topic also provides
three different levels of articles to cater non-Chinese students with
different abilities. The exquisite illustrations in the stories become a
bridge for non-Chinese parents and students to appreciate and
discuss together while they are enjoying parent-child reading.
Through parent-child reading, not only will the Chinese language
skills of both parties be improved, but the parent-child relationship
will also be enhanced - one move, two gains.
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Caritas Tuen Mun Marden Foundation Secondary School
Mr. Ng Siu Man (Head of Chinese Department)
The “Learning Chinese” app provides an excellent platform for students and
teachers to conduct E-learning in the classroom, strengthening their
interactions. The themes cater to the students’ lives, the stories are interesting,
and the exercises are diversified. It can improve the Chinese ability of NCS
students in an all-rounded way and give them more opportunities to self-study.
It is a valuable learning platform which is hard to come by.
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Funding Organization : Standing Committee on Language

Education and Research (SCOLAR)
Language Fund
Host Organization : Open Knowledge Association Limited

Consultant : Dr. KO Mo Lin Regina

Open Knowledge Association is an officially tax-exempt charity (No.
91/12472). With the aim of “Co-creation, Sharing and Communion”, the
Association encourages teachers and the education sector to join hands
and create e-learning materials and share them with those in need. Also,
it compiles and produces electronic textbooks on Chinese Language and
Mandarin for Primary one to Primary six, and has rich experiences in
producing non-Chinese learning materials, including the experience of
school-based curriculum digitization.

Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) from the Chinese
University of Hong Kong (CUHK), is currently a
Part-time Lecturer at the Hong Kong Institute of
Educational Research of the CUHK.

Details and Contact Us

This project has obtained funding from the Language
Fund, and received valuable advices from Dr. KO Mo Lin
Regina during the development, as well as the support
from partner schools and their trial use. Here, the
Association would like to extend the sincere gratitude
to all.

Website: https://livingchinesehk.com/
Phone: (852) 2191 1000
E-mail: enquiry@openknowledge.hk
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https://livingchinesehk.com/

Download the “Living Chinese” App now!

Programme Introduction

Features of “Living Chinese” app

Every day, non-Chinese Speaking (NCS) students living in Hong Kong
encounter a large amount of characters, words, and phrases related to daily
life, yet it is difficult to find general traditional Chinese teaching materials that
cover areas of the language related to everyday life. What NCS students need
is assisting teaching materials that can be contextualized and are close to real
life, so that they would be able to learn Chinese under a light and happy
atmosphere, which can lift up their learning motivation. Therefore, Open
Knowledge Association Limited applied for an appropriation from the
Language Fund to design a set of teaching materials which is mainly based
on life situations, and produce an app for students ranging from Primary to
Junior Secondary school students.

Cross-platform
Chinese Self-Study App

Understanding Stories
through Animations and Pictures

Students can use their desktop computers, tablet
or mobile phones to open the cross-platform
“Living Chinese” App to learn or revise anytime,
anywhere.

The stories are presented in the form of comics,
animations and picture books, making it easy
and fun to read, and less resisting for NCS
students to learn Chinese.

Phased Learning

Contents

Teaching materials are in three learning phases:
elementary, intermediate and advanced. They are suitable
for NCS students from primary to junior secondary school
level. The learning focus of each phase is based on the
Chinese Language Curriculum Second Language Learning
Framework of Curriculum Development Council (2019).
The self-study materials are designed according to the
Language Proficiency Development Framework, which
aims to build students' competencies step by step.

The “Living Chinese” app contains 100 sets of teaching materials, in which 90 sets are divided into 3 major
themes in life (including “Me & My Family”, “School Life” and “Everyday Life”) and are in 3 different levels
of difficulty; the learning materials are diverse and fun, including animations, comics and stories. The
other 10 sets are themed based on experiential learning. On one hand, they help strengthen students’
sense of belonging towards Hong Kong, on the other hand, students may transform knowledge to ability
through practising in real life.
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100 sets of Interesting Everyday Life Stories
Stories (Picture Books/ Comics/ Animations) + Exercises

We believe that the support and encouragement from parents are good for
enhancing the language learning efficiency of student. The “Living Chinese” app
provides resources for parent-child reading and interactive learning. Texts, key
words and sentences in each set of learning material are translated into
4 languages (English, Nepali, Urdu and Hindi) to support parent and child
reading together and allow NCS parents to have more exposure to the
Chinese language.

Implementing Diversified
Learning Activities
Teaching materials come with plenty of pictures,
real-person pronunciation, auto-pronunciation for the
whole book, oral and written word comparison and
multimedia interactive exercises. Apart from raising
students’ interests for learning Chinese, they can also cater
to the diversity of students. Besides the basic types of
questions (such as stroke order, choices, matching, Q&A,
fill-in-the-blanks, linking and others), there are also
interactive exercises like audio and video recording,
colouring, searching for information and more.

